Heart Chakra of America Call

♥

(Jan. 1, 2013)

In the name of the victorious light of God that always prevails, the Holy Christ/Buddha Self and Solar Presence of all lightbearers; in the name of all sponsoring masters and cosmic beings of the great city of Chicago—Sanat Kumara and Lady Master Venus; Saint Germain and Portia; Gautama Buddha, Mighty Victory and Justina; Cyclopea, Pallas Athena, the Cosmic Being from out of the Great Silence, El Morya, Lanello and Clare de Lis; Godfre and Lotus; in the name of Lady Master Nada whose Rose Temple of Love dwells over Chicago; in the name of Valiant, Lady Adelphia, Lady Violetta, Lady Eunice, Lady Valeria, Master S.O.S, Bob and Verla Lewis and all other recently ascended masters,

We affirm that Chicago is Saint Germain’s victorious City of Light! The Heart Chakra of America is filled with ruby and violet love as it experiences an etheric quadruple bypass infusion of light! Light! Light! This light flows into the economy, the government, and the religious and educational institutions of Chicago.

We see a strong local Hearts Center pulsating this light throughout Chicago and magnetizing thousands of souls. Through the presence of the Maha Chohan and the indwelling Holy Spirit, we listen to the Inner Voice and we share the Word in loving wisdom.

All dispensations for The Hearts Center in the Community of Stelle are ongoing, including the reinforcement of the amethyst crystal dome over Stelle, the establishment of a Meru Learning Center, a Montessori school, a beautiful sanctuary and healing retreat employing many healing practitioners and teachers. Stelle is a thriving spiritual and sustainable community, each resident rising into the fullness of his divine plan.

Services, conferences and heartshare events occur regularly throughout Chicagoland, opening the way for greater numbers to find their reconnection to God and deepen this sacred relationship. Heartshare programs on health and abundance, compassionate communication and permaculture are enjoyed by individuals from diverse paths.

Mighty Victory blazes the six-pointed star of victory within our hearts as we visualize a cone of spiraling light, coalescing to a point over Chicago drawing all heartfriends of old to the heart of Saint Germain.

Chicago-area universities, colleges and schools are sponsored by the God and Goddess Meru, Jesus and Magda, Kuthumi and Mother Mary for the protection, illumination and divine direction of our youth, filling them with joy in discovering the Christ and Buddha within.

We see neighborhoods and communities living in peace and harmony. The streets of our city and suburbs are safe, clean and beautiful.

Every family feels the presence of the Holy Family. And through stronger love ties within families, streams of brotherhood move throughout Chicago and extend outward toward the coasts, the northern and southern national borders and beyond.

In the name of beloved Mother Mary, we hold the immaculate concept for ourselves and this city and practice only holy communication with one another. We see and feel the fulfillment of the mission of Chicago as we become day by day a community that lives together in harmony, forgiveness and love.

We accept this victory for Chicago, the Stelle Community, and all Hearts Centers and Heartfriends Groups throughout America and the world.

In the name of Fortuna, abundance flows from the heart of God and from our collective Causal Bodies to support the great expansion and total God-victory of the Heart Chakra of America. And in the protection of Archangel Michael, we receive heaven’s abundance now! To that joyous end we give these fiats with full foahatic fire:

Release into our consciousness the emerald ray of God-vision! (3x)

We are the resurrection and the life of Saint Germain’s town! (3x)

According to God’s will, wisdom and love, it is done. We are grateful!

♥